BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Upon the birth of entry livings things are subject to the time frames of astrological causes that individualize the physical and emotional characteristics.

From every aspect an influence of energy formations are presenting the direction of transition as the Spirit proposes a specified alliance.

The presence of individuality divides the centralization of planetary rule however it need not cause disunity among its people or environment.

The enhancement is determined through the Cosmic Order and its Universal Intelligence to guide an alliance of Spirituality.

From the beginning an energizing force dispersed the partitions of entry but were originally of a centralized nature.

The variations are to multiply the knowledges for renewal when phases are presented for evolvement. By comparison of the effects from causes of differential manifestations the more high minded may be discerned.

Biological aspects when studied through life formations of human, creature, and environmental habitats will cause the evolutionary processes necessary for each species preservation
and protection. If allowed to evolve by natural evolutionary progression for survival each considers its own possibilities.

Intellectual possession of the human species seems to outweigh that of creature or plant life, but this is not so. For each is interdependent on one another and without each there cannot be the existence of planetary life.

As so with the influences of astrological transformations they set a time frame for every living thing. The universe energizes all aspects of its order and completes each.

The rendering of light rays to form aspects of the Biological Order presents formations necessary to complete the Cosmic Order. Set in place for observation it continues to give guidance through its Universal Knowledge.

Awareness is by desire which many times has been spoken of throughout these writings. Aspects exist no matter but the knowledge of these aspects, time frames, and phases are by desire to know.

Biological formations differ only by the semantics of genetic entry and a continuation to preserve that which was given by choice.

If by the summation of any existing life form there is recognition of a spiritual presentation to transform the existing biological aspects it is to be a valid concern to further the
structured original entry through an evolvement of the Spirit into a dimension of Immortality.